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Four randomly generated search words that are known to me at start of session. 

Hairs Sari Heart Oven

I have two human legs, the person is standing but the body is bent at the back as if reaching down 
but the legs were straight. There is a warm smile from the person. The person is washing some 
clothing, the washing is on the level of the floor. It is not a washing machine but is an open top basin 
of water that is close to the ground, more like a square fountain for water and not a vessel or a 
container for water. I smell something fragrant that tastes like perfume or fruits, it is a bar of soap 
or similar product. 

There is a black round element on the floor level in the lower left corner of the image. It is a head of 
a concerned person, the eyes look wide open and concerned. Colors are very red, warm red glowing 
almost, against brown. There is a straight vertical line which is the bend of two walls of a building. 
The soap is slippery. 

3:11 Secondary stage

I have to probe the elements because reading the known search words just may have flooded me 
with lots of ideas and imagination, so right now I do not know what's what (i.e. logic or RV). 

Feminine, female woman is present, warm, red colors, a loving warm smile with the mouth closed 
not a smile with the teeth showing. She looks so loving and warm and kind. It is love and it is from a 
woman her smile. 

Her legs are showing. Her skin is dark brown like a person from India (of course I am aware that one 
of the search words is Sari which is a woman's garment in India so that could be logic or even my
mind conjuring up images and not even logic thinking up the image, so I learn in this session that 
even "me" can conjure up imagined images which can become nestled into the report, because for 
it to be an image from logic there must be logical thinking involved first and here there was not, I 
am aware now of a difference between logic and me that can both conjure up images that are not 
RV based, both could potentially be mistaken for RV impressions and included in a report). 

The smile of a woman, she has dark black hair and dark brown skin. Long dark brown or black hair, 
almost black hair, straight hair not curly hair. Love and warmth from a woman who smiles. She has 



something on her shoulders, something pressing down on or sitting on her shoulders of a golden 
color. Warmth, happiness, love, exuding from a dark woman. 

I saw a beige skin colored hand with the four fingers pressed close together and not spread apart. 
Me or logic is thinking how can I trust any of this when I have got such search words that conjure up 
so many images or sensations when I read them? Or did those come from the target? 

3:19 PM End RV. 

Issue: I had not chosen the Images tab on google.com so when I did the search it went to the other 
kind of format of a results page which is not directly in the images tab, so at first I did not see any 
image just a white empty space where the image would show up, so I moved this text editor a bit 
toward the right to see what was going on and caught a glimpse of a first picture which I only saw an 
edge of, it looked like faint baby pink colored background with many small hearts or flowers, I 
quickly went back to place the search words in again and choose the Images tab and performed the 
search, and I now have the first image which is different from earlier. However I did not recognize 
the earlier "first image" nor did it have correlation. This "real" first image not only shows correlation 
but I also recognize it a lot. I only saw a thin line of the false first image and, judging from 
recognition plus correlation, that tiny mistake (of not having chosen Images tab) seems to not have 
altered what the target image would be! 

I give this session an A for correlation, or for "how likely is it that I was remote viewing". Of course, I 
knew that one of the search words is sari, which is a typical Indian woman's garment, this would 
hint to logic that the target image would be of an Indian woman wearing a sari. I think hairs, sari, 
and heart combine logically into the picture we have, of course there could have also been an oven 
on the picture, or a picture of an oven instead. 

She is not as dark on her skin as what I saw. There is no red background or the two walls, however 
this has a whitened background so we do not know. Her clothing is not red but is a light orange and 
with a sheer garment. The hair is long and dark. She does have a warm loving smile with her mouth 
closed. She is holding a garment like I drew, but she is not washing it. No water basin and no 
fragrant soap can be seen on the picture. No bare legs can be seen on the picture, but the legs are 
somehow prominent on the image. 

This one is hard to assess whether I got this thanks to logic or thanks to RV, because in this one it is 
easy to see how logic could have guessed something like this. However, that is the nature of the B 
protocol that I know what the search words are. I still grade based on correlation alone, and the 
correlation gets an A. 

Image source https://www.pinterest.fr/pin/508766089125103684/
Image link https://i.pinimg.com/originals/3b/fb/a6/3bfba605e125a0173a1920418ca14f97.jpg

3:32 PM End session. 


